
to commercial growers.
Mary Maxon, who oversees biosciences 

programmes at Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory in California, agrees. “The apple is 
not the first GMO that people would eat, but 
it’s the first one that consumers may value,” 
she says.

When Okanagan co-founder Neal Carter 
bought an orchard in 1995, he thought hard 
about how to win over the US snack mar-
ket. He found his answer in Australia, where 
researchers at the Commonwealth Scientific 
and Industrial Research Organisation had 
figured out how to delete a gene encoding an 
enzyme that causes plant cells to brown when 
exposed to oxygen. Carter realized that sup-
pressing production of the enzyme in apples 
might allow him to sell them in snackable slices 
without preservatives.

Only later did he realize that if consumers 
were to be enticed to buy, Americans’ distrust of 
GMOs would need to be overcome. Okanagan’s 
subsequent surveys of people in America’s 
top apple-growing states — New York and 
Washington — revealed that about 20% were 
wary of GMOs. But the company also found 
that many people changed their minds when 
told that the apples were engineered to silence 
browning genes, and then tested for safety.  

Mike Selden, the co-founder of Finless 
Foods, a firm in San Francisco, California, that 
is developing fish fillets from fish stem cells, 
agrees that providing more information helps 
to win over consumers. “We’re not going to 

repeat the mistakes of the GMO industries in 
the past, and just put foods on the market with-
out public conversation,” he says. “If we do, you 
can expect a backlash — and that’s warranted.”

Selden sees a parallel between the Arctic 
apple and his fillets: both were created with 
attributes to please consumers. Finless Foods, 
which has made prototypes of bluefin-tuna 
fillets, hopes that people will be won over 
by the idea of eating fish without worry-
ing about overfishing, animal slaughter or 
environmental pollution.

But others say that Okanagan hasn’t gone far 
enough in telling consumers how its apple was 
made. The company does not mention GMOs 

on the apples’ bags; 
instead, the bags have 
a QR code — which 
links to online infor-
mation when it is 
scanned by a smart-

phone. “Not everyone has a smartphone, and 
even if you have one, are you going to check 
every item with it?” says Bill Freese, a science-
policy analyst at the Center for Food Safety, an 
advocacy group in Washington DC. He wants 
the apples to be clearly labelled as GMOs.

Consumer reaction isn’t the only concern 
for developers of genetically engineered or 
other lab-made foods who want to sell their 
wares in the United States. One major stum-
bling block is the US regulatory process, which 
involves a complicated tangle of federal agen-
cies — and, for many companies, an unclear 

path forward. US regulators assessed the 
Arctic apple for five years before approving 
it for sale, but spent just two years reviewing 
a non-browning GM potato developed by 
agricultural firm J. R. Simplot of Boise, Idaho.

Then there is the case of the CRISPR 
mushroom. The US Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) said in 2016 that it would not evalu-
ate the mushroom, which was created by using 
CRISPR to delete a gene. That seemed to clear 
the fungus’s path to the market. But Yang says 
that, after Nature’s news team reported on 
the USDA’s decision, the US Food and Drug 
Administration contacted him to ask whether 
it could review the mushroom. “I agreed to that 
since it would give consumers a peace of mind,” 
he says.

As far as investors are concerned, regula-
tory uncertainty may be less of a barrier to the 
success of engineered foods than customer 
uncertainty. James Hardiman, a partner at 
the venture-capital fund Data Collective in 
San Francisco, California, says that compa-
nies developing such foods can always build 
a few extra years into their long-term plans, 
to account for twists in the regulatory process. 
“The public narrative is much more difficult 
to control,” he says. “We know the public can 
be irrational.”

Still, Carter is optimistic about how his 
Arctic apple will be received. “We rarely get 
e-mails saying we are Satan any more,” he says 
of his company. “Now we have people asking 
where they can buy the apples.” ■

L A B  L I F E

US postdoc pay varies wildly
Analysis examines salary data for early-career researchers at 52 universities.

B Y  C H R I S  W O O L S T O N

Some postdoctoral researchers at public 
universities in the United States appar-
ently work for fast-food wages whereas 

others make more than US$100,000 a year, an 
analysis of postdoc pay has revealed.

The salary data, which a science-advocacy 
group released on 1 November after a year-
long investigation, are incomplete and — in 
some cases — appear to be incorrect. Some 
researchers are listed as earning nothing, and 
another study under way suggests a higher 
overall rate of pay for US postdocs. But the 
latest analysis underscores the challenges of 
getting basic information about an under-
recognized and misunderstood segment of 
the academic workforce.

Gary McDowell, a former developmental 
biologist who is executive director of Future 

of Research, an advocacy group in Boston,  
Massachusetts, used the US Freedom of Infor-
mation Act to gather salary reports for nearly 
13,000 postdocs at 51 public universities. 
Through personal connections, he also received 
salary information from one private institution.

Most universities made a good-faith effort to 
provide salary information, McDowell says, but 
few had the numbers at hand when he contacted 
them. McDowell adds that he had to spend 
considerable time on the phone explaining to 
university employees what ‘postdoc’ means. 
“I asked a basic question — ‘How much do your 
postdocs get paid?’ — but there was a lot of con-
fusion,” he says. “It points to how much interest 
there is in postdocs at these institutions.”

Some universities still provided improbable 
numbers. They include the University of Utah 
in Salt Lake City, which reported that 50 post-
docs each made $0 per year. McDowell says it is 
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RAGS TO RICHES
Slightly more than two-thirds of postdoctoral 
researchers in the United States make $49,999 
or less per year, according to a survey of salary 
data. The analysis is based on the pay for nearly 
13,000 people across 52 universities. 
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unlikely that these researchers were unpaid 
volunteers. Instead, he suspects that some 
institutions — including the University of 
Utah — reported only the money that post-
docs received from the institution’s pay-
roll, and overlooked fellowships and other 
external sources of income. “University of 
Utah postdoctoral scholars are being paid 
for their work,” a university spokesman 
said.

While compiling data, McDowell opted 
to disregard the 411 reported salaries that 
were less than $23,660 a year. That is the 
threshold below which many postdocs 
would be eligible for overtime pay under 
federal law. “Those are likely reporting 
errors,” McDowell says.

The remaining 12,554 salary reports 
ranged from $23,660 to $114,600 a year 
(see ‘Rags to riches’). McDowell suspects 
that some institutions mistakenly included 
pay data for staff scientists or other employ-
ees in their reports, which could explain 
some of the highest salaries. Even with that 
caveat, his survey suggests that postdoc  
salaries range widely. The University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign reported the 
lowest median salary at $27,515. The Uni-
versity of Maryland at College Park reported 
the highest median figure — $56,000.

McDowell notes that the data set is still 
incomplete. Some institutions reported 
salaries for only a small fraction of their 
workforce, and the University of Califor-
nia system denied his request outright. 
Its public-records office told Nature in a 
statement that it lacks the capacity to do 
“the programming required to create the 
custom data report that Mr McDowell 
requested”.

Other attempts to gather information 
on postdoctoral salaries have met with 
less resistance. The National Postdoctoral 
Association (NPA) in Rockville, Maryland, 
obtained salary information from 127 of 
its more than 200 member institutions 
for a forthcoming report. Eighty-five per 
cent reported paying all postdocs at least 
$47,484 — the minimum salary that the US 
National Institutes of Health established for 
the position in the 2017 fiscal year. The NPA 
is set to publish the full results of its poll in  
January 2018.

In the meantime, McDowell is still 
combing through his data set. Through-
out November, he plans to publish daily  
analyses on the Future of Research website 
(futureofresearch.org) that will examine 
salaries at individual institutions and uni-
versity systems. In doing so, he hopes to 
promote conversation about the treatment 
of early-career researchers.

“In academia, we’re not supposed to talk 
about money and we’re not supposed to 
aspire to having money,” McDowell says. 
“I think scientists should value scientists.” ■

B Y  A P R I L  R E E S E

Almost a century after scientists first 
heard rumours of its existence, an  
isolated population of orangutans on 

the Indonesian island of Sumatra has been 
confirmed as a distinct species.

The orangutans inhabit the Batang Toru  
forest in western Sumatra. A researcher 
exploring the area in the 1930s had reported 
an isolated orangutan population, but it wasn’t 
until biological anthropologist Erik Mei-
jaard, founder of conservation group Borneo 
Futures in Jakarta, discovered the paper in the  
mid-1990s that scientists went looking for 
the population. Villagers showed researchers 
the remains of a female orangutan, and nests 
confirmed the population’s presence. A male 
orangutan killed by locals in 2013 provided 
tissue and bone for analysis.

From the start, scientists noticed that these 
apes looked different from other orangutans. 
They had smaller heads, with flatter faces, and 
their hair was frizzier than that of their cous-
ins living farther north on Sumatra or on the 
nearby island of Borneo.

Now, genetic tests, field observations and 
a comparison of the male skeleton against 
33 orangutan specimens in museums have 
revealed that the Batang Toru group is a dis-
tinct species. Named Pongo tapanuliensis, the 

great ape was described in Current Biology on 
2 November by a team that included most of 
the world’s orangutan experts (A. Nater et al. 
Curr. Biol. http://doi.org/cfvk; 2017). “It’s taken 
20 years to come to the realization of what this 
is,” Meijaard says.

Although the genetic analysis of P. tapan-
uliensis relies on a single skeleton, Meijaard 
says that’s not unusual in taxonomy. Many 
studies, he says, rely on a single piece of evi-
dence, and typically consider only morphol-
ogy. The latest study shows that the group is 
distinct not only in morphology, but also in 
genetics and behaviour, he says.

Russ Mittermeier, executive vice-chair of 
Conservation International, based in Wash-
ington DC, and chair of the primate-specialist 
group at the International Union for Conserva-
tion of Nature (IUCN), describes the evidence 
as “unquestionably” sufficient to support the 
new species designation.

The animals’ long-term survival is uncer-
tain. Previous population analyses suggest that 
there are fewer than 800 individuals, making it 
the most endangered of the great apes.

“It would be bitterly ironic if it goes extinct 
as a biologically viable population just as it is 
described as a new species,” says Biruté Mary 
Galdikas, an orangutan specialist in Los  
Angeles, California, who founded Orangutan 
Foundation International. ■

P O P U L AT I O N  B I O L O G Y

New orangutan 
species identified
Work substantiates long-held suspicions of an isolated 
population in Indonesia that is distinct from all other groups.

The Batang Toru orangutans have smaller heads than other species.
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